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A ‘clear and unmistakable’ message to Iran

United States deploys naval 
strike group to Middle East 

Ramadan Kareem

By Hassan T Bwambale

Self-evaluation 
in Holy month 
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HONG KONG: In this file photo, a small boat sails by the USS Abraham Lincoln moored in Hong Kong. The United
States is sending an aircraft carrier strike group and a bomber task force to the Middle East in a ‘clear and unmis-
takable’ message to Iran. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: The United States is sending an air-
craft carrier strike group and a bomber task force to
the Middle East in a “clear and unmistakable” message
to Iran, National Security Advisor John Bolton said yes-
terday. “In response to a number of troubling and esca-
latory indications and warnings, the United States is
deploying the USS Abraham Lincoln Carrier Strike
Group and a bomber task force to the US Central
Command region,” Bolton said in a statement. 

The deployment is aimed at sending “a clear and
unmistakable message to the Iranian regime that any
attack on United States interests or on those of our
allies will be met with unrelenting force,” Bolton said.
“The United States is not seeking war with the Iranian
regime, but we are fully prepared to respond to any
attack, whether by proxy, the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps, or regular Iranian forces.” 

The USS Abraham Lincoln has previously been
deployed to the Gulf, including during the 2003 US-led
invasion of Iraq. The statement did not specifically state
why the deployment is taking place now, but Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo later said it was not related to
Gaza, where Palestinian militants and Israel have traded
a barrage of rocket fire and air strikes in recent days.

“It is absolutely the case that we have seen escalato-
ry actions from the Iranians and it is equally the case
that we will hold the Iranians accountable for attacks
on American interests,” Pompeo said. “If these actions
take place, if they do by some third-party proxy, a mili-

tia group, Hezbollah, we will hold the Iranian leadership
directly accountable for that,” the chief US diplomat
said before leaving on a trip to Finland.

Pompeo did not elaborate on what Iranian “escala-
tory actions” he was referring to. The deployment
comes amid heightened tensions between Washington
and Tehran over the latter’s nuclear program, with the
US taking aim at Iranian enriched uranium exports
with sanctions. The US unilaterally withdrew from the
2015 Iran nuclear deal with world powers a year ago
and instead vowed “maximum pressure” aimed at
curbing the regional role of Iran, an arch-rival of US
allies Saudi Arabia and Israel. In April, the US also
declared Iran’s elite Revolutionary Guards a “foreign
terrorist organization.” 

Meanwhile, Iran may announce retaliatory moves
against the United States on the one-year anniversary of
the US pullout from the nuclear deal tomorrow, the semi-
official news agency ISNA reported. The US unilaterally
withdrew on May 8, 2018 from the 2015 multilateral deal
known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) under which Iran agreed to halt its nuclear pro-
gram in exchange for the lifting of biting sanctions.

Quoting what it called informed sources, ISNA said
yesterday that President Hassan Rouhani was likely to
announce “step-by-step plans” for “reciprocal meas-
ures” on the anniversary of the US pullout. The rest of
the ISNA report was not attributed to any source. 
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Dear readers, it is common to see people
rejoicing and celebrating at the end of every
year without knowing that something has

decreased from their life-span. Al-Hasan Al-Basry, a
scholar and pious man, rightly said, “Son of Adam,
you are but a number of days; whenever each day
passes, part of you is gone.” The simile of this adage
is that of a string of beads - whenever a day elapses,
a bead is taken off until all of them are gone.”  

In as much as almost all successful companies
evaluate and audit their processes, goals, proce-
dures - among other things - at the end of the year,
individuals ought to do the same albeit in terms of
what acts of worship have they performed and how
many sins have they committed so that they hasten
to repent to Allah (to Whom belongs all might and
majesty) and reform themselves categorically.

Shaddad bin Aws (RA) narrated that the
Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said what can be
translated as: “A wise man is the one who takes
account of himself and strives for what is after
death. And a failure is the person who surrenders
to his whims and desires, and then indulges in
wishful thinking about Allah’s forgiveness.”
(Majority of the experts of prophetic narrations
say that its meaning is correct being corroborated
by other narrations, see Al-Fataawa Al-
Hadeethiyya 1/56) 

Imam Ibnul-Qayyim said that self-evaluation is
compulsory due to the following verse, which can
be translated as: “O you who believe, be ever God-
fearing, and let every soul consider carefully what
it has prepared for its meeting with Allah tomor-
row. Thus, be ever God-fearing, indeed, God is all-
aware of all that you do.”(Al-Hashr 59: 18 - 20) 

Scholars of Islamic Jurisprudence asserted that
self-evaluation can be done in two ways, they are:
To consider carefully what you intend to do; will it
benefit you, or is it better to avoid it or do some-
thing else? Holding yourself accountable and eval-
uating the acts that you performed by asking your-
self the following questions: Did you perform them
perfectly? Did you seek God’s pleasure by per-
forming them? Was it necessary doing them? and
What difference will doing them make? 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was keen on
enjoining his companions to evaluate themselves
before being held accountable by God. Abu
Ayyoub Al-Ansarey (RA) narrated thus: A man
approached Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and said,
“O Messenger Allah, teach me briefly.” The
Messenger of Allah (PBUH) advised him thus:
“When you stand up to pray, consider it your last
prayer, and pray as if you are seeing Allah (to
Whom belongs all might and majesty). 
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LONDON: A combination of pictures shows the congratulatory banner message cir-
cling the BT Tower reading ‘Congratulations Harry and Meghan It’s a Baby Boy!’ in
London yesterday, following the announcement that Britain’s Meghan, Duchess of
Sussex has given birth to a son. — AFP 

LONDON: Meghan, the Duchess of
Sussex, has given birth to a boy, her
husband Prince Harry announced in a
statement to television cameras yester-
day, adding that mother and baby were
“doing incredibly well”. “I am very
excited to announce that Meghan and
myself had a little boy early this morning
- a very healthy boy,” a beaming Harry
told reporters in Windsor. 

“Mother and baby are doing incredi-

bly well. It’s been the most amazing
experience I can ever possibly imagine.”
Buckingham Palace said the boy, seventh
in line to the throne, was born at 0526
local time, weighing seven pounds and
three ounces. “The Duchess’s mother,
Doria Ragland, who is overjoyed by the
arrival of her first grandchild, is with
Their Royal Highnesses at Frogmore
Cottage,” it added. 

It added that Prince Harry was pres-
ent for the birth. “How any woman can
do what they do is beyond comprehen-
sion,” Prince Harry said in his brief com-
ments. “We’re both absolutely thrilled
and so grateful for all the love and sup-
port from everybody out there.” Prince
Harry and Meghan revealed they were 
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Duchess of 
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birth to a boy

ABU DHABI: The United Arab Emirates said it
released yesterday a Qatari military ship that had
violated UAE territorial waters last week. “The UAE
released a Qatari naval vessel with four people on
board,” the foreign ministry said in a statement. It
said the Qatari-flagged ship entered UAE waters on
April 30 and was carrying four military men-two
Qataris, one Palestinian and an Indian. It gave no
further details. The UAE, along with Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain and Egypt, cut all diplomatic and transport
ties with Qatar in June 2017, accusing it of backing
radical Islamist groups and seeking closer ties with
regional arch-rival Iran. Doha has repeatedly
denied the charges and accused its former allies of
seeking regime change. — AFP  

Qatar military 
vessel released

PARIS: Relentless pursuit of economic growth,
twinned with the impact of climate change, has put an
“unprecedented” one million species at risk of extinc-
tion, scientists said yesterday in a landmark report on
the damage done by modern civilization to the natural
world. Only a wide-ranging transformation of the global
economic and financial system could pull ecosystems
that are vital to the future of human communities
worldwide back from the brink of collapse, concluded
the report, which was endorsed by 130 countries,
including the United States, Russia and China. 

“The essential, interconnected web of life on Earth is
getting smaller and increasingly frayed,” said Professor
Josef Settele, who co-chaired the study, launched in Paris

yesterday by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES).

“This loss is a direct result of human activity and
constitutes a direct threat to human well-being in all
regions of the world.” Compiled by 145 expert authors
from 50 countries, the study is a cornerstone of an
emerging body of research that suggests the world may
need to embrace a new “post-growth” form of econom-
ics if it is to avert the existential risks posed by the
mutually-reinforcing consequences of pollution, habitat
destruction and carbon emissions.

Known as the Global Assessment, the report found
that up to one million of Earth’s estimated eight million
plant, insect and animal species is at risk of extinction,
many within decades. The authors identified industrial
farming and fishing as major drivers - with the current
rate of species extinction tens to hundreds of times
higher than the average over the last 10 million years.
Climate change caused by burning the coal, oil and gas
produced by the fossil fuel industry is exacerbating the
losses, the report found.
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Scientists warn ‘a 
million species at 
risk of extinction’

GAZA: The body of Saba Abu Arar, a Palestinian baby, lies at the morgue of Al-Shifa
hospita in Gaza City. The baby was killed by an Israeli strike in the Gaza Strip. — AFP 

GAZA: A ceasefire to end a surge of
deadly violence in the Gaza Strip and
southern Israel took hold yesterday after
hundreds of Palestinian rocket attacks
and Israeli air strikes. The latest round of
hostilities erupted three days ago, peak-
ing on Sunday when rockets and missiles
from Hamas Islamist-run Gaza killed four
civilians in Israel, local health officials
said. Israeli strikes killed 21 Palestinians,
over half of them civilians, at the week-
end, Gaza health authorities said.

Israel does not acknowledge ceasefire
deals with Gaza militant groups, which it
considers terrorist organizations. But
officials in Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s government spoke of a
reciprocal return to quiet. One of the
Israeli officials suggested that Israel’s
arch-enemy Iran - a major financier of

the Islamic Jihad movement - had been
behind the Gaza escalation.

Suffering under renewed US sanc-
tions and Israeli strikes against its mili-
tary assets in Syria, Iran may have seen
stoking Palestinian violence as a way of
telling Israel, “we will get back at you
through (Islamic) Jihad and Gaza”, Israeli
Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz told the
Israeli radio station 90 FM. Israel’s mili-
tary said that more than 600 rockets and
other projectiles - over 150 of them
intercepted - had been fired at southern
Israeli cities and villages since Friday. It
said it shelled or carried out air strikes
on some 320 militant sites.

The violence abated before dawn,
after Palestinian officials said Egypt,
Qatar and the United Nations had 
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Israel-Gaza border falls quiet


